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Abstract
Shortages of input materials and components used in the production process often adversely inﬂuence sales of
manufacturing ﬁrms. Manufacturers can guarantee delivery of the inputs by initiating capacity reservation arrange-
ments with their suppliers. We study a multi-period capacity reservation contract between a manufacturer and a
long-term supplier when there is uncertainty about the quantity of an input item available in the spot market. The
contract requires the manufacturer to pay a ﬁxed amount to the supplier at each period. In return, the supplier
guarantees availability of the input up to a predetermined level of volume. The manufacturer can also meet some
of input needs from a spot market, which may exist in the form of a B2B electronic exchange. Optimal inventory
policy for the manufacturer in this dual supplier environment is derived analytically. Numerical examples are used
to explore the strategies of the manufacturer and the supplier in certain and uncertain supply environments. We ﬁnd
that uncertain input markets lead to an increase in the share of inputs purchased in advance via long-term contracts.
Capacity reservation contracts are shown to increase capacity utilization of the supplier compared to the traditional
unit-price based supply contracts.
 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Manufacturers choose their suppliers based on a variety of factors including cost and reliability of
deliveries, potential level of collaboration in developing new products, and the range of needs that can
be satisﬁed by the supplier. The increased ability to interact with a large number of suppliers over
the Internet has considerably expanded the options available for procuring manufacturing inputs. An
important strategic decision is whether to procure inputs via a long-term supply contract with a selected
supplier, or through existing spotmarkets without any long-term commitment.Although long-term supply
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contracts with preferred suppliers have been considered a critical element of the just-in-time production
and total quality management philosophies, it may be possible to utilize the existing spot markets for
some immediate purchases and thus reduce the level of commitment to a single source in material inﬂows.
Manufacturers are occasionally confronted with shortages of components and rawmaterials; they need
to be obtained from outside vendors. These shortages may be due to the delays in suppliers’ response to
changing market conditions.When there is uncertainty in the supply of a particular input, a manufacturer
may be more willing to reserve future supplier capacity in advance and thus guarantee the availability of
the input. Disruptions in supply inﬂows may adversely affect proﬁtability through an increase in lost sales
of the ﬁnished good. To counteract this problem, buyers can be expected to shift to long-term contracts
and closer supplier relationships as the supply variability increases, as observed in the case of DuPont’s
backward vertical integration with an oil supplier ﬁrm, Conoco [1].
In this paper, we study the capacity reservation decisions of manufacturers in uncertain supply markets.
Weextend the capacity reservationmodel (developed in [2])which is built upon the assumption of certainty
in supply availability. A capacity reservation agreement between a manufacturer and a supplier involves
the determination of two contract terms: capacity price and quantity. The manufacturers reserve supply
capacity in advance, mainly to reduce purchase cost and delivery risk; suppliers enter these agreements
because of expected increases in utilization of their installed productive capacity.
We consider a manufacturer (buyer) who needs to purchase an input to be used in the manufacturing
process which turns out a ﬁnished good with a stochastic demand in the market. The buyer has to period-
ically replenish their inventory of the purchased item; this task involves a consideration of the tradeoffs
between the holding and shortage costs associated with overstocking and understocking, respectively. The
speciﬁc input can be acquired either from the spot market, or through a long-term capacity reservation
contract with a preferred supplier. This contract stipulates that in each period, the supplier prepares to
supply the buyer with up to a predetermined quantity of the input item. The buyer, depending on his
current inventory level, may not use the entire reserved capacity every period. The unit capacity price is
considered to be constant. This type of advance capacity purchase is observed in different industries such
as electric power, and semiconductor manufacturing [3]. Combined use of advance and spot buying also
occurs in the transportation industry [4,5]. In our model, the buyer tries to maximize his expected proﬁt
by deciding the optimal inventory control policy and the optimal amount reserved from the long-term
supplier; the long-term supplier, on the other hand, needs to determine the optimal unit capacity price to
maximize her expected proﬁt. Thus, the problem is studied from the perspective of both the buyer and
the supplier.
The degree of uncertainty in the spotmarket supply is one of the factors that should be taken into account
in negotiating the capacity reservation contract. Based on a multi-period stochastic inventory model, the
following research questions are addressed in this paper: (1) How do reserved capacity quantity and price
differ in certain, and uncertain, supply environments? (2) Given an uncertain supply environment, how do
changes in supply availability inﬂuence the terms of the contract? (3) Howmuch can capacity reservation
improve a supplier’s capacity utilization and proﬁts? (4) Which of “supply uncertainty” and “ﬁnished
good demand uncertainty” is likely to be the more dominant factor driving the manufacturer’s capacity
reservation decision?
The decisions of both buyer and supplier are inﬂuenced by whether there is a reliable ﬂow of supply
in the spot market; this factor affects the resulting capacity reservation price and quantity. When the spot
market is a reliable source of procurement, the long-term supplier is pressured to set a price below the
spot market price. However, if the amount that can be obtained from the spot market is uncertain, the price
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pressure on the long-term supplier is reduced, and the contract negotiations occur under less favorable
conditions for the buyer. Our numerical study indicates that, compared to the case of certainty in spot
supply, in the uncertain spot supply case the long-term supplier can increase proﬁts by selling a higher
amount of capacity in advance but, to some extent unexpectedly, at a lower price.
As expected intuitively, increases in the spot supply availability given the uncertain supply environment
reduce the unit price of the capacity. Since the buyer requires an increase in his expected proﬁt as
the average amount available in the spot market increases, the long-term supplier can respond to this
requirement by decreasing the capacity price and/or by providing the buyer with a higher volume of
reserved capacity, thus reducing the lost sales of the ﬁnished good. Our numerical experiment yields
results supporting these arguments.
Compared to the traditional constant unit-price procurement contracts, our computational examples
show that up to 10% increases in the supplier’s capacity utilization rates are possible by switching to the
capacity reservation contract.
When the spot market supply is reliable, increasing uncertainty in demand for the ﬁnished good in-
creases the spot market share in the buyer’s procurement plan [2]. In this study, we ﬁnd that when the spot
market is a risky alternative for the buyer, the long-term supplier can effectively substitute for the spot
market regardless of the existing level of uncertainty in demand for the ﬁnished good. This implies that
variability of ﬁnished good demand plays a less inﬂuential role in the manufacturer’s capacity reservation
decision than variability in the supply of inputs.
Consistent with the observed cases in practice, we ﬁnd that long-term relationships are more likely to
thrive when supply markets involve uncertainty. Using numerical examples, we investigate the impact of
changes in various model parameters on optimal capacity reservation and price decisions made by the
parties.
2. Literature review
This paper is related in varying degrees to several research streams in the operations management
literature. A topic of recent interest is the study of the supply chain procurement strategies combining
spot market purchases with purchases made in advance from a speciﬁc long-term supplier. Bonser and
Wu [6] study the fuel procurement problem for electric utilities in which the buyer can use a mix of
long-term and spot purchases. In our analytical model in this paper, there is a long-term supplier who
has to choose his supply price given the competition caused by the spot market alternative for the buyer.
This problem was ﬁrst deﬁned and studied in the inventory literature in Serel et al. [2]. They investigated
the relative values of short and long-term supply contracts for a buyer using classical inventory models,
and found that the incorporation of spot market purchases into the buyer’s procurement strategy may
substantially reduce the capacity that must be reserved from the long-term supplier compared to a single-
sourcing arrangement. Wu, Kleindorfer, and Zhang [7] consider uncertainty in spot market prices, and
analyze the contracts for non-storable goods involving options executable at a predetermined price. Using
a similar single-period model, Spinler and Huchzermeier [8] show that, mainly due to the decrease in the
supplier’s production costs when an options contract is used, the combination of an options contract and
a spot market is Pareto improving with respect to the other alternative market structures. Seifert et al. [9]
also analyzed a single-period problem from the buyer’s standpoint with changing levels of buyer’s risk
preferences. Kleindorfer and Wu [3] linked this literature to evolving B2B exchanges on the Internet.
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A relatively older research stream related to the current paper concerns the optimal periodic review
inventory policies when there is uncertainty in supply availability in the future. Ciarallo et al. [10] study
optimal inventory decisions when the amount of production capacity in each period is a random variable.
Extensions of this approach have been studied in [11,12]. Wang and Gerchak [13] derive the optimal
inventory policy when both capacity and yield of a production process vary simultaneously. Hwang
and Singh [14] investigate a single-period, multi-stage serial production system with random production
capacity in each stage. Another research stream has explored the case in which only one of two events
occurs each period: (1) with a known probability, the quantity ordered by the buyer is fully received,
or (2) the order is not met by the supplier, i.e., no delivery occurs. Parlar et al. [15] develop a model
in which the probability of the supplier being available in a period depends on the availability status of
the supplier in the previous period. Ozekici and Parlar [16] extend this model to the case of multiple
supply environments with a different probability for supplier availability in each environment. Tan [17]
investigates a capacitated manufacturer–subcontractor system in which the subcontractor is unavailable
to the manufacturer for a random duration. Some other papers in this area are reviewed in Mohebbi [18].
Our work extends these single-supplier models in the literature to a dual-supplier environment in which
the buyer contracts with a separate long-term supplier to reduce the delivery risk associated with the
short-term supplier. Although our main structural results also hold for the case in which an unreliable
supplier delivers either the full order amount or nothing in each period, in our presentation we base our
model on the assumption of random variation in the maximum supply quantity available in each period.
The earlier studies on the single-supplier random capacity problem are a building block for the capacity
reservation problem explored in the current paper; the structural properties of the single-supplier model
are suitably extended to the dual-supplier model that we consider. The periodic review inventory control
systems with restricted but certain supply have also been investigated in the literature [19].
Wholesale price discounts offered by suppliers in order to encourage advance purchase commitments
and capacity reservations by buyers have been explored in a number of papers in recent years. The papers
in this area are also related to the current article since they deal with the issue of reservation of supplier
capacity by a buyer as a protective measure against uncertain future demand. Various types of supply
contracts involving advance capacity purchases have been investigated, generally based on a single-
period framework. Erkoc and Wu [20] model the negotiations between a manufacturer and a supplier
when the supplier has to make a costly investment in additional production capacity. Jin and Wu [21]
analyze capacity reservation contracts between a single supplier and multiple buyers with reservation
fees deductible from the purchase price paid in delivery. Deng andYano [22] study the contracts between
a component supplier and a manufacturer involving a ﬁxed wholesale price for advance purchases, and
a spot price determined and charged for purchases after the demand is realized. Cachon [23] studies
how allocation of the cost of unsold inventory among a supplier and a retailer inﬂuences the overall
supply chain efﬁciency. Again, based on the assumption of a single selling season for the ﬁnished good,
Ferguson [24] explores the timing decisions for sale of components by a supplier to a manufacturer
assuming that the wholesale price is set by the more powerful party in the relationship. In a similar
setting, the impact of uncertainty reduction in demand forecast by new information arriving during the
supplier’s lead time is analyzed in Ferguson et al. [25]. Tsay [26] studies the use of a quantity ﬂexibility
contract to coordinate a manufacturer–retailer chain under demand uncertainty. Burnetas and Ritchken
[27] look into the impact of option contracts on the wholesale and retail prices under price-dependent
demand in a manufacturer–retailer chain. Other papers on the use of options in supply chains include
[28,29].
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3. Model
The setting in the current paper is similar in spirit to [2].We assume that items ordered are immediately
delivered to the buyer, and transformed into ﬁnished goods in a time negligible with respect to the period
length.Without loss of generality, we assume one unit of input is required for one unit of ﬁnished product.
The random demand for the ﬁnished good is independently and identically distributed in each period with
mean . If demand exceeds the stock of ﬁnished goods on hand, excess demand is lost. Lost sales are
assumed rather than backordering of demand because the possibility of lost sales creates more motivation
for reserving capacity in advance. The unit purchase cost of the input in the spot market, c2, and the unit
cost of all other inputs combined, c0 are given. p denotes the actual selling price of the ﬁnished good in
the market minus c0; thus, the difference between p and the purchase cost of the speciﬁc input under study
represents the contribution of that input to the company’s gross proﬁt.As usual in the inventory literature,
we assume p>c2. The spot market price c2 is considered to be the price charged by a homogeneous
group of short-term suppliers under market equilibrium.
As a condition of the capacity reservation contract, the buyer will pay the long-term supplier a ﬁxed
monetary amount cR in each period, regardless of the actual amount ordered in that period.R is the reserved
capacity level chosen by the buyer. The unit capacity price c is determined as a result of negotiations
between the buyer and the supplier, and the spot market price c2 is an exogenous parameter inﬂuencing
this negotiation process. The assumption that the capacity sold by the long-term supplier is linearly priced
implies that the supplier is not able to induce the buyer to choose his reservation quantity in accordance
with the objective of maximizing the combined proﬁt of the buyer and the supplier. Various alternatives
such as quantity discounts, buy-back contracts, and revenue-sharing agreements have been proposed in
the literature to coordinate the decisions of the buyer and the supplier in a single-period, newsvendor
framework, see, e.g., [30]. We recognize that not only is coordination difﬁcult to achieve but it also
involves the issue of how to distribute the total channel proﬁt among the parties; therefore, we focus
on the common case of linear supply prices, and consider the Stackelberg equilibrium with the supplier
being the leader.
One of the major purposes of the current paper is to investigate the impact that the uncertainty about
availability of inputs in the spot market has on the buyer’s relationship with the long-term supplier. In [2],
an inﬁnite amount of inputs in the spot market is assumed to be available in each period, and the buyer
is motivated to reserve capacity because of the lower-than-market cost offered by the long-term supplier.
However, when the availability of inputs in the spot market is not guaranteed, this situation generates an
additional motivation for the buyer to reserve capacity. In fact, the optimal unit capacity price charged
by the supplier is no longer restricted to less than the spot market price since the buyer may ﬁnd it
beneﬁcial to reserve capacity at a higher-than-market cost rather than taking the risk of delivery problems
associated with the spot market source. We assume that the random amount of supply available from the
spot market is independently and identically distributed in each period, with mean . We also assume that
the demand for the ﬁnal product and the amount of supply in the spot market are independent of each
other. This assumption is not so restrictive since in certain industries, changes in the supply of inputs
may be unrelated to changes in demand for the ﬁnished good [31]. The relaxation of the independence
assumption, besides requiring additional parameter estimates and reducing analytical tractability, makes
the numerical calculations more time consuming and cumbersome.
When the available supply in the spot market is uncertain, it can be argued that the spot price should
also depend on the quantity available, perhaps in a negative direction. If a functional relationship between
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the spot quantity and price is assumed, it is possible to solve the problem based on the control policy
prescribed for the constant spot price case, albeit at a higher computational effort. However, the optimal
control policy under the quantity-dependent spot price assumption is harder to derive analytically, and
the policy optimal for the constant spot price case is not guaranteed to be optimal in this case. We note
that even if the true optimal policy is taken into account, the optimal decisions of the parties with this
reﬁnement are not likely to be signiﬁcantly different from those obtained from the current model. This
is because the parties make their decisions not for a single period but over a large number of repetitive
periods so that the impact of the random spot price will average out. Note also that, without additional
restrictions on the spot supply probability distribution, a simple form of optimal inventory control policy
as in the constant spot price case may not exist even for the single-period problem with a relatively simple
assumption of a linear relationship between supply quantity and price. The constant spot price used in
our model can be thought of as the long-run average spot price perceived by the buyer and the preferred
supplier, based on their forecast of the probability distribution of the amount of input available from the
group of short-term suppliers. To demonstrate the plausibility of the constant spot price assumption, in
Section 6, we present numerical results for the same sample problem based on both the constant spot
price and the quantity-dependent spot price cases.
For the ﬁnished good, the inventory-holding cost is h, and the shortage penalty cost is  per unit per
period, based on the period-ending inventory. The buyer’s problem is to maximize his expected proﬁt
per period over an inﬁnite horizon, given the supply costs associated with the long-term supplier and the
spot market source. The supplier’s problem is to identify the best unit capacity price that maximizes her
expected proﬁt per period. The long-term supplier is assumed to have unit production cost cs for the input
item.
The capacity reservation agreement considered in this paper offers a mutually beneﬁcial mechanism
for a buyer and a supplier willing to strengthen their relationship. The buyer may receive cost advantages
and reduce future delivery risk in an uncertain supply market. The supplier is given a major portion of the
buyer’s orders without having to commit to excessive capacity levels, and by being a preferred supplier,
obtains a chance to collaborate with the buyer in some other business activities. Further beneﬁts resulting
from this agreement are discussed in the conclusion section. A summary of the notation is given below.
Notation
R amount of reserved capacity per period
c unit price of capacity or supply price per unit charged by the long-term supplier
c2 supply price per unit in the spot market
p unit selling price of the ﬁnished good charged by the buyer
h holding cost per unit per period
 shortage penalty cost per unit per period
f (.) probability density function (pdf) for demand
F(.) cumulative probability distribution function (cdf) for demand
Fc(.) complementary cumulative probability distribution function for demand
Y random demand per period
 mean demand per period
g(.) probability density function for the amount available in the spot market
G(.) cumulative distribution function for the amount available in the spot market
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Gc(.) complementary cdf for the amount available in the spot market
X random amount of input available in the spot market per period
 mean amount of input available in the spot market per period
cs unit production cost of the long-term supplier
 shape parameter of the Weibull distribution for demand
s shape parameter of the Weibull distribution for the spot amount available
S buyer’s optimal base stock level when only the spot market is used
B2 buyer’s expected proﬁt per period when only the spot market is used
St buyer’s optimal base stock level under a UP contract with a single-source supplier
B1 buyer’s expected proﬁt per period under a UP contract with a single-source supplier
w single-source supplier’s optimal unit price under a UP contract
Q1 average amount per period delivered by the long-term supplier
BP buyer’s expected proﬁt per period under capacity reservation (CR) contract
SP1 long-term supplier’s expected proﬁt per period under CR contract
T combined expected proﬁt per period for the buyer and the long-term supplier
CU capacity utilization rate of the long-term supplier
PPC long-term supplier’s expected proﬁt per unit of capacity set aside
Ss buyer’s optimal stationary stocking level when only the spot market is used, and spot price is
quantity-dependent
cwa long-run average unit price of the input when only the spot market is used, and spot price is
quantity-dependent
4. Analysis of the capacity reservation contract
4.1. Buyer’s problem
The buyer’s problem can be solved in two steps. First, the capacity reservation fee cR is considered as
a sunk cost, and the optimal inventory control policy for a given R is determined. In the second step, the
cost cR is also included in the expected proﬁt function, and the optimal value of the capacity reservation
amount R is identiﬁed. In this section, we ﬁrst analytically obtain the form of the optimal inventory
control policy. Subsequently, we discuss determining the optimal values of the policy parameters based
on a discrete Markov chain.
Before stating the buyer’s problem formally, it may be useful to clarify the difference between the
planned and realized period-starting inventory levels in our model. Each period, the buyer has to decide
what portion of the reserved capacity to use, and howmany units to order from the spot market. LetZn be
the planned starting inventory level (after ordering) in period n, and Znr be the actual starting inventory
level after ordering in period n. Further, let the random variable Xn be the maximum amount available
for the buyer in the spot market in period n. Because of the uncertainty associated with Xn,Znr can be
less than Zn in some periods. Let In be the inventory level before ordering in period n. Because the buyer
uses ﬁrst the long-term supplier, given xn units in the spot market, the realized inventory level is related
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to the planned inventory level as follows:
Znr = Zn if Znxn + In + R,
Znr = xn + In + R if Zn >xn + In + R.
After the orders from both sources are received, the buyer uses the amount of input available (Znr) in the
manufacture of the ﬁnished good. Then, demand for the ﬁnished good is observed. Let yn be the realized
demand for the ﬁnished good in period n. Thus, the selling revenue minus inventory holding and shortage
costs in period n, L(Znr) is
pmin(Znr, yn) − h(Znr − yn)+ − (yn − Znr)+.
The optimal inventory control policy for the buyer will be derived following standard inductive procedure.
The steps are along the lines of Ciarallo et al. [10], where a single-supplier problem is solved. After
identifying the form of the optimal inventory control policy in the last period of the planning horizon,
this policy is assumed to hold for theN − 1-period problem, and then it is shown to hold for the N-period
problem. Finally, we consider the extension of the ﬁnite-horizon results to the inﬁnite-horizon case.
We ﬁrst solve the single-period problem. To ﬁnd the optimal stocking level, we ignore the capacity
reservation fee cR, and consider the remaining costs for optimizing. LetG(.) denote the cdf of the amount
available in the spot market. Given the inventory on hand I, the buyer needs to determine the optimal
planned inventory level, Z. Note that the optimal inventory level is determined prior to observing the
amount available in the spot market. The buyer’s problem can be stated as (cf. [10]):
P(I) = Maximize{S(I, Z): Z ∈ (I )},
S(I, Z) = (1 − G(Z − I − R))[EL(Z) − c2(Z − I − R)]
+ p
∫ Z−I−R
0
∫ x+R+I
0
y f (y) g(x) dy dx
+ p
∫ Z−I−R
0
∫ ∞
x+R+I
(x + R + I )f (y)g(x) dy dx
− h
∫ Z−I−R
0
∫ x+R+I
0
(x + R + I − y)f (y)g(x) dy dx
− 
∫ Z−I−R
0
∫ ∞
x+R+I
(y − x − R − I )f (y)g(x) dy dx
− c2
∫ Z−I−R
0
x g(x) dx if ZI + R,
S(I, Z) = EL(Z) if Z<I + R, (1)
where g(x) is the pdf of the spotmarket supply distribution, f (y) is the pdf of the demand distribution, and
(I ) is the set of admissible values for planned inventory after ordering, i.e.,ZI . In the caseZ<I +R,
the buyer does not use the spotmarket so his expected proﬁt is not inﬂuenced by the probability distribution
of the spot market supply. For the case ZI +R, the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side (RHS) of (1) is the
buyer’s expected proﬁt conditional on the spot supply being sufﬁcient to achieve the planned stocking
level Z, multiplied by the probability that the spot supply will be sufﬁcient. The remaining ﬁve terms
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Derivative of the buyer's single period profit function
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Fig. 1. Plot of S′(I, Z) given by Eqs. (2) and (3).
constitute the contribution to the buyer’s expected proﬁt when the spot supply available is less than the
planned order amount from the spot market. Without loss of generality, we assume the salvage value
associated with leftover items at the end of the period to be zero. The following proposition states the
general form of the optimal policy.
Proposition 1. The optimal inventory ordering policy for the buyer is deﬁned by two numbers Z1 and Z2
in the single-period problem.
Proof. Some algebra indicates that the ﬁrst partial derivative of S(I, Z) given by (1) with respect to Z,
S′(I, Z), is
S′(I, Z) = (1 − G(Z − I − R))[(p + )(1 − F(Z)) − hF(Z) − c2] if ZI + R, (2)
S′(I, Z) = (p + )(1 − F(Z)) − hF(Z) if Z<I + R. (3)
As a visual aid for the following analysis, the values of S′(I, Z) given by (2) and (3) are plotted against
Z in Fig. 1 (R = 5, I = 0) for a speciﬁc example. The curve on the left in Fig. 1 (plot of (2)) intersects
with the horizontal axis at Z = Z1 ≈ 31, and the other curve intersects with the x-axis at Z = Z2 = 55.
Deﬁne D(Z) = EL(Z)/Z = (p + )(1 − F(Z)) − hF(Z). It is straightforward to show that
D′(Z) = −(p +  + h) f (Z)0,
and EL(Z) is concave in Z. Let Z1 be such thatD(Z1)− c2 = 0 and Z2 be such thatD(Z2)= 0. That is,
Z1 = max{Z : (p + )(1 − F(Z)) − hF(Z)c2},
Z2 = max{Z : (p + )(1 − F(Z)) − hF(Z)0}.
Since D(Z1) = c2 > 0 and D′(Z)0, it follows that Z1 <Z2. Observe that, for ZI + R, S′(I, Z)0
when ZZ1. The second partial derivative of S(I, Z) with respect to Z is
S′′(I, Z) =
{−g(Z − I − R){D(Z) − c2} + (1 − G(Z − I − R))D′(Z) if ZI + R,
D′(Z) if Z<I + R.
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Optimal stocking level (constant spot price)
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Fig. 2. Buyer’s optimal inventory decision in the single-period problem under constant spot price.
It can be seen from the expression for S′′(I, Z) that forZI+R, S′′(I, Z)0whenZZ1. Sincewe also
know that S′(I, Z)0 when ZI + R and ZZ1, it follows that the function S(I, Z) is quasi-concave
in Z for ZI +R. Since D′(Z)0, S(I, Z) is concave in Z for Z<I +R. Combining these results for
S(I, Z) in the two regions ZI + R and Z<I + R, we can state that the optimal planned inventory
level, Z∗, is as follows:
Z∗ =
{
Z1 if I + RZ1 <Z2,
I + R if Z1 <I + RZ2,
I + (Z2 − I )+ if Z1 <Z2 <I + R. 
Proposition 1 indicates that the optimal planned inventory level is not affected by uncertainty in spot
market supply. The numbers Z1 and Z2 are the same as those in the inﬁnite spot market supply case. This
relationship does not carry over to the multi-period problem in which inventory can be used to hedge
against possible future supply disruptions. The form of an optimal policy speciﬁed by Proposition 1 (for
the same numerical example used in Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 2. To display the values of Z1 and Z2 clearly
on the graph, in this example we assumed zero disposal cost for the starting inventory; hence, we allowed
the possibility that Z can be less than I.
Consider now the multi-period problem under the maximum total discounted proﬁt criterion with
periods numbered backward, and the single-period discount factor denoted by . Assume that salvage
value function B0(I ) = 0. We also assume that the initial inventory on hand at the beginning of the ﬁrst
period in the planning horizon is small, or alternatively, that the cost of reducing the initial inventory on
hand to a level below the optimal planned inventory level is considered a sunk cost. We can write the
recurrence relation in the dynamic program as
Bn(In) = Maximize{Tn(In, Zn) : Zn ∈ (In)},
Tn(In, Zn) = S(In, Zn) + 
∫ ∞
0
Bn−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy if Zn < In + R, (4)
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Tn(In, Zn) = S(In, Zn) + 
∫ ∞
0
∫ Zn−In−R
0
Bn−1(max(0, In + R + x − y)) g(x) f (y) dx dy
+ (1 − G(Zn − In − R))
∫ ∞
0
Bn−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy if ZnIn + R.
(5)
The second and third terms on the RHS of (5) are the discounted total expected proﬁt in the next and
subsequent periods if the spot supply in the current period is insufﬁcient and sufﬁcient, respectively.
Taking the derivative of (4) and using (3), for Zn < In + R we obtain
Tn(In, Zn)/Zn = (p + )Fc(Zn) − hF(Zn)
+ 
∫ ∞
0
B ′n−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy if Zn < In + R. (6)
Similarly, for ZnIn + R,
Tn(In, Zn)/Zn = S(In, Zn)/Zn + (1 − G(Zn − In − R))
×
∫ ∞
0
B ′n−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy. (7)
Using (2) and (7), we have
Tn(In, Zn)/Zn = Gc(Zn − In − R)
{
(p + )Fc(Zn) − hF(Zn) − c2
+ 
∫ ∞
0
B ′n−1(max(0, Zn − y))f (y) dy
}
if ZnIn + R. (8)
Gc(.) andFc(.) represent the complementary cdf’s of spot market supply and demand, respectively. Based
on (6) and (8), the second partial derivatives are
2Tn(In, Zn)/Z
2
n
= −f (Zn)(p +  + h) + 
∫ ∞
0
B ′′n−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy if Zn < In + R, (9)
2Tn(In, Zn)/Z
2
n = Gc(Zn − In − R)
{
−f (Zn)(p +  + h)
+ 
∫ ∞
0
B ′′n−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy
}
− g(Zn − In − R)
{
(p + )Fc(Zn) − c2 − hF(Zn)
+
∫ ∞
0
B ′n−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy
}
if ZnIn + R. (10)
We now show that Bn(In) is concave in In.
Proposition 2. The function Bn(In) is concave in the starting inventory, In.
Proof. See Appendix A. 
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Proposition 3 implies that, similar to the single-period case, the ﬁrst-order condition can be used to
determine the optimal Zn in the multi-period problem.
Proposition 3. The function Tn(In, Zn) is quasi-concave in Zn for ZnIn + R, and concave in Zn for
Zn < In + R.
Proof. See Appendix A. 
Proposition 3 leads to the next proposition which states that the optimal inventory control policy for
the buyer is described by two numbers SLn and SUn for each period; although the numbers may change
depending on the probability distribution of the supply in the spot market, this structure is similar to the
optimal policy in the inﬁnite spot market supply case.
Proposition 4. In the ﬁnite horizon problem under the total discounted proﬁt criterion, an inventory
control policy with two critical numbers in each period (SLn,SUn) maximizes the buyer’s expected
proﬁt.
Proof. See Appendix A. 
We state the stationary inﬁnite horizon version of Proposition 4 in Proposition 5.
Proposition 5. In the inﬁnite horizon problem under the total discounted proﬁt criterion, an inventory
control policy with two stationary critical numbers (SL, SU) maximizes the buyer’s expected proﬁt.
Proof. See Appendix A. 
Proposition 5 states that as n → ∞, the two control numbers SLn and SUn become period-independent
and converge to constants SL and SU. Although the buyer tries to start each period with at least SL units
on hand, due to the possibility of limited supply in the spot market, the starting inventory level in some
periods could be less than SL. This structure of the optimal policy is not very surprising. The buyer’s
problem has a unique solution when we treat each source separately as a single source. The problem
in which the buyer procures only from the long-term supplier using a capacity reservation contract is
concave with respect to the reserved capacity. The buyer’s problem when the amount of supply available
from a single source is random has been shown to be quasi-concave by Ciarallo et al. [10], implying the
optimality of a base stock control policy. Similar to [2], in the rest of the paper, we assume that the buyer’s
optimal policy under the average proﬁt criterion has the same form as that under the total discounted proﬁt
criterion derived above.
The inventory levels in each period, In, constitute a Markov chain for which the transition probabilities
can be calculated. The one-step transition probabilities P(In−1 = j |In = i) = pij are
pij =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
P(Yn = SU − j) if SU − RiSU,
P (Yn = i + R − j) if SL − Ri <SU − R,
P (Yn = SL − j)P (Xn >SL − R − i)
+
SL−R−i∑
k=0
P(Xn = k) P (Yn = i + R + k − j) if i <SL − R.
(11)
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Note that since we assume lost sales, after we compute pij according to (11), we revise the value of pi0.
Using these transition probabilities, we can determine the steady-state probabilities of inventory levels
and compute the expected proﬁts associated with different choices of R, SL and SU. The optimal values
of SL and SU in the buyer’s problem depend on R, but not directly on c. We have used the Hooke and
Jeeves search algorithm [32] to ﬁnd the optimal values of these parameters. In the implementation of this
algorithm, the buyer’s full expected proﬁt function includes the capacity reservation fee cR, i.e., −cR is
added to the single-period proﬁt function S(I, Z) in Eq. (1).
4.2. Supplier’s problem
The long-term supplier quotes her unit capacity price, c, based on expected sales to the buyer. For a
given c, the supplier’s expected proﬁt per period, SP1, is
SP1 = cR − cs Q1(R). (12)
where Q1(R) is the average amount shipped to the buyer each period. In order to determine the optimal
c, the supplier needs to know the R value chosen by the buyer for every possible c value. Since analytical
treatment of the supplier’s proﬁt function is difﬁcult, the optimal solution will be found by conducting a
brute-force search over the whole solution space, which is discretized in small increments of c.
4.3. Price of capacity in equilibrium
The price which maximizes SP1 given in (12) may not be the equilibrium capacity price in our model.
When the supplier maximizes her expected proﬁt, there is no guarantee that the buyer will be better off
compared to the case in which there is no long-term contract. The buyer will enter a relationship with
the long-term supplier if the relationship increases his expected proﬁt. Let B2 be the buyer’s expected
proﬁt per period when only the spot market source is available. Then it can be argued that an appropriate
objective for the supplier would be to maximize SP1 subject to the constraint that the buyer’s expected
proﬁt is greater than or equal to B2. Naturally, the equilibrium point should also satisfy the constraint
SP1 > 0; otherwise, the supplier will not enter the contract.
Note that when there is an inﬁnite supply in the spot market, the long-term supplier is forced to offer
a price lower than the market, and thus the buyer’s expected proﬁt is always higher than in the case of
single sourcing from the spot market [2].
The supplier needs to solve two different subproblems. First, the buyer’s expected proﬁt and opti-
mal base stock policy with random deliveries from a single supplier are computed. Then, the supplier
maximizes (12) in light of these values.
4.4. The model with all-or-none spot supply availability
Aresearch stream in the literature has incorporated supply uncertainty into the periodic review inventory
control framework by assuming a Bernoulli process for supplier availability in each period.An order that
is placed with the supplier is fully received with probability u, and with probability 1 − u, the supplier
cannot deliver any amount. Previous works that consider this sort of “all-or-none” supply availability
include [10,15,16]. If we assume a similar form of uncertainty for the spot market supply in our model, it
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can be shown that the optimal inventory control policy for the buyer will still be the two-number policy
described in Proposition 5.
Consider ﬁrst the single-period problem. Analogous to (1), the buyer’s expected proﬁt function is
S(I, Z) =
{
EL(Z) if Z<I + R,
u[EL(Z) − c2(Z − I − R)] + (1 − u)E L(I + R) if ZI + R, (13)
where Z is the planned stocking level. For ZI + R, with probability u, the buyer starts the period with
Z units on hand. With probability 1 − u, there is no item available in the spot market to satisfy the order,
and I + R is the actual stocking level realized. The derivative of S(I, Z) with respect to Z is
S′(I, Z) =
{
(p + )(1 − F(Z)) − hF(Z) if Z<I + R,
u[(p + )(1 − F(Z)) − hF(Z) − c2] if ZI + R.
Following steps similar to that in Proposition 1, we conclude that the two-number policy maximizes the
buyer’s expected proﬁt in the single-period problem with all-or-none spot supply availability.
The recurrence relation in the multi-period problem is written as
Tn(In, Zn) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
EL(Zn) + 
∫∞
0 Bn−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy if Zn < In + R,
u[EL(Zn) − c2(Zn − In − R)] + (1 − u)E L(In + R)
+u ∫∞0 Bn−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy
+(1 − u) ∫∞0 Bn−1(max(0, In + R − y)) f (y) dy if ZnIn + R. (14)
Differentiation of (14) with respect to Zn yields
Tn(In, Zn)/Zn =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
(p + ) Fc(Zn) − hF(Zn)
+ ∫∞0 B ′n−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy if Zn < In + R,
u
{
(p + )Fc(Zn) − hF(Zn)
−c2 + 
∫∞
0 B
′
n−1(max(0, Zn − y)) f (y) dy
}
if ZnIn + R.
Then, analogous to Proposition 4, it can be shown that a two-number policy will be optimal for the ﬁnite
horizon problem. Thus, in our capacity reservation model, the structure of the buyer’s optimal inventory
control policy is the same regardless of how the spot market supply uncertainty is modeled: as a quantity
randomly drawn from a probability distribution, or as a Bernoulli process with a success probability u of
obtaining any desired amount from the spot market.
5. Single-sourcing contract
In this section, as a benchmark for comparison, we consider an alternative agreement with the buyer
in which the long-term supplier is the sole supplier, and she agrees to have sufﬁcient capacity available
in each period against the maximum possible order amount that can be asked by the buyer in any period.
We analyze the decisions of the parties under this alternative contract.
It is well known that, when the buyer acts as a newsvendor, the joint proﬁt of the buyer and the supplier
in a supply chain is maximized if the decisions of the parties are coordinated. When the deliveries by
the supplier are linearly priced, the buyer’s optimal stocking decision will be different from the optimal
stocking level that maximizes the joint total proﬁt of the buyer and the supplier. The inefﬁciencies caused
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by linear pricing can be avoided, and the maximum possible total system proﬁt can be obtained by
implementing a supply-chain-coordinating contract such as a quantity discount scheme or a two-part
tariff (ﬁxed fee plus per unit price). The total proﬁt in a coordinated channel may be divided between the
buyer and the supplier in different ways. When it is difﬁcult to coordinate the channel for any reason,
and non-linear pricing is not a practical alternative, we need to consider non-coordinated actions of the
agents. In this section, we focus on the case where the supplier, knowing the buyer’s reaction to her pricing
decision, chooses the optimal (linear) supply pricemaximizing her expected proﬁt as a Stackelberg leader.
We consider two alternative single-source contracts between the buyer and the supplier: a per-unit price
contract (UP), and a pure capacity reservation contract (pure CR). The contract with a ﬁxed payment cR
per period for the reserved capacity R is referred to as a pure CR contract since it is assumed that there
is no spot market source available for the buyer.
The supplier’s problem in Case 1 (UP contract) is
Maximize P1 = (c − cs)Q(St )
c
s.t. F (St ) = (p +  − c)/(p +  + h − c)
ccu,
whereQ(r)=∫ r0 y f (y) dy+ r ∫∞r f (y) dy, the expected amount per period delivered to the buyer when
the buyer follows a base stock policy with the base stock level r, and c is the unit price charged by the
supplier. Recall that cs is the unit cost of production for the supplier. In the UP contract, the buyer pays
c for each unit delivered. The dependence of Q(St) on c is described by the well-known newsvendor
critical fractile expression in the above formulation, with F(.) denoting the cdf of the demand for the
product and St the optimal base stock level associated with unit supply price c (the buyer’s expected
proﬁt per period = EL(St ) − cQ(St )). There exists an upper bound on c, cu >c2 such that when c < cu
the buyer contracts with the long-term supplier rather than buying from the uncertain spot market at c2.
When c > cu the spot market becomes cheaper, and a long-term contract is less attractive to the buyer.We
now show that the single-source supplier’s objective function is concave in c under a unit price contract
when the demand distribution belongs to the increasing failure rate (IFR) class, which encompasses a
large variety of commonly used probability distributions including normal distribution.
Proposition 6. In the single-sourcing case with UP contract, the supplier’s expected proﬁt function is
concave in the supply price if the demand distribution is IFR.
Proof. It can be shown that
Q(St)/St = Fc(St ),
and St/c = −h/[f (St )(p +  + h − c)2]. The IFR property implies that the failure rate, r(y) is an
increasing function of y:
r(y) = f (y)/(1 − F(y)).
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Fig. 3. Single-source supplier’s expected proﬁt as a function of the unit price c (=per unit price in the UP contract, and unit
capacity price in the pure CR contract).
Taking the derivative of r(y) and rearranging the terms, we can state the IFR condition as
K ≡ −(df (y)/dy)(1 − F(y))/[f (y)]2 < 1.
Routine algebra yields:
dP1/dc = Q(St) − {h2(c − cs)/[f (St )(p +  + h − c)]},
d2P1/dc2 = {h2/[f (St )(p +  + h − c)3]}{−2 + [(c − cs)(K − 3)/(p +  + h − c)]}< 0,
where St is substituted for y in the expression for K. 
When the single-source supplier has a concave proﬁt function, the optimal unit price, w, will occur
either inside the feasible region (w<cu in this case), or the constraint will be binding, i.e., w = cu.
In Case 2 (pure CR contract), the supplier’s problem is expressed as
Maximize P2 = cR − csQ(R)
c
s.t. F (R) = (p +  − c)/(p +  + h).
In this case, the buyer’s optimal policy is also a base stock policy with base stock level R (obtained by
maximizing the buyer’s expected proﬁt per period = EL(R) − cR). There is also an upper bound on c,
above which the spot market is the preferable source. It has been shown that, if the demand distribution
is IFR, the supplier’s expected proﬁt function is concave in c under a pure CR contract [2, Proposition 2].
For a speciﬁc example, the values of P1 and P2, expected proﬁts associated with the UP contract and
the pure CR contract, respectively, are plotted together in Fig. 3 (for cs = 5). As illustrated in Fig. 3,
the UP contract yields a higher maximum expected proﬁt for the single-source supplier compared to the
pure CR contract. The behavior of P1 and P2 plotted in Fig. 3 is typical; in general, for small values of c,
the pure CR contract yields higher expected proﬁts. As c increases, the UP contract dominates the pure
CR contract, and eventually the maximum expected proﬁt of the supplier given the UP contract exceeds
that given the pure CR contract. This implies that, if there is no restriction on the value of c that can
be selected, the single-source supplier chooses a per-unit price contract over a pure capacity reservation
contract.
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We note that single sourcing under UP contract with a price higher than the spot market price may be
difﬁcult to enforce since the buyer has a motivation to use the lower cost spot market source whenever
possible. Therefore, a control mechanism like vendor-managed inventory (VMI) may be needed. If there
is no such mechanism, the supplier may be compelled to set its supply price equal to c2, the prevailing
spot market price, resulting in lower expected proﬁts.
6. Computational study
To illustrate the concepts discussed in the earlier sections, we present some numerical examples. To
compare the results in this paper with results in the problem with inﬁnite spot market supply, we take
the set of examples in [2] as the starting reference point. In particular, we use the following parameters:
= 30, h= 2, = 6, c2 = 10, p = 15 or 20, cs = 5. The demand for the product is distributed asWeibull
with the shape parameter  being equal to 1, 2, or 3. The probability density function for the Weibull
distribution is f (y)=−y−1 exp(−(y/)),  and > 0.When the mean of theWeibull distribution is
ﬁxed, a higher value of  implies a decrease in the variance of the distribution, and =1 corresponds to the
exponential distribution. Similarly, the total random amount available in the spot market each period from
suppliers other than the long-term supplier is assumed to be distributed asWeibull with mean  ∈ {30, 70}
and the shape parameter s = 2.
Let Q1 be the average amount per period ordered from the long-term supplier. According to our
numerical results, there are a number of capacity price–capacity quantity combinations that leave the
buyer with the expected proﬁt of B2, and give a proﬁt to the long-term supplier that is very close to
her maximum expected proﬁt. In other words, the supplier may choose any alternative from a set of
price–quantity pairs, and still remain in the vicinity of her maximum expected proﬁt. By also taking into
account the possible small errors in the results due to the discretization of continuous intervals, for each
experimental point, we identiﬁed an appropriate capacity price–quantity pair which leads to an expected
proﬁt SP1 within 1% of the maximum proﬁt observed. Let S denote the buyer’s optimal base stock level
when only a spot market source is used, and BP the buyer’s expected proﬁt per period when the long-
term supplier charges the selected unit capacity price, c∗. Also, let T be the combined proﬁt of the buyer
and the long-term supplier. The results for the capacity reservation contract when  = 30 are shown in
Table 1.
Table 2 displays the optimal solution for the single-source supplier in our numerical study. Given the
data for the problem parameters, a UP contract is preferred over a pure CR contract by a single-source
supplier. The single-source supplier also has to provide the buyer with the expected proﬁt of B2. The
Weibull distribution used in our study is IFR when 1. In our examples, we observe that the optimal
unit price for the single-source supplier was always equal to cu. We note that it is possible that the
optimal unit price could have fallen inside the feasible region if a different data set were used. We use B1
to represent the buyer’s expected proﬁt in the single-sourcing relationship in Table 2. St represents the
optimal base stock level selected by the buyer corresponding to the given unit supply price, w.
6.1. Impact of the capacity reservation contract on the supplier
Although the supplier’s expected proﬁts are almost the same in both cases, a major disadvantage of the
single-sourcing agreement compared to capacity reservation is the considerable level of decrease in the
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Table 1
Expected equilibrium price of capacity, c∗
 c∗ R SL SU S Q1 B2 BP SP1 T
Case 1—p = 20, c2 = 10, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6, = 30, s = 2
1 4.9 62 62 80 82 27.74 136.12 136.74 165.08 301.83
2 7.4 45 45 56 69 29.28 196.58 197.50 186.62 384.12
3 9.0 38 38 47 63 29.50 213.19 213.01 194.52 407.53
Case 2—p = 15, c2 = 10, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6, = 30, s = 2
1 5.4 52 52 74 65 27.08 18.62 20.25 145.41 165.66
2 7.2 44 44 53 58 29.03 67.27 67.53 171.65 239.18
3 8.8 37 37 46 54 29.36 81.07 81.27 178.81 260.08
Table 2
Expected equilibrium unit price, w, in the single-sourcing relationship
  w St Q1 B1 SP1 T
Case 1—p = 20, c2 = 10, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6, s = 2
30 1 11.2 63 26.33 136.28 163.22 299.50
2 11.5 49 28.78 196.88 187.07 383.95
3 11.6 43 29.32 214.91 193.54 408.45
70 1 10.1 65 26.56 165.48 135.47 300.95
2 10.2 50 28.90 234.39 150.27 384.66
3 10.2 43 29.32 255.96 152.48 408.45
Case 2—p = 15, c2 = 10, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6, s = 2
30 1 10.7 54 25.04 20.00 142.73 162.73
2 11.0 45 28.20 68.36 169.18 237.54
3 11.1 40 28.87 83.51 176.08 259.59
70 1 10.1 55 25.20 35.13 128.54 163.66
2 10.1 46 28.36 93.86 144.64 238.50
3 10.1 41 29.04 112.61 148.10 260.71
supplier’s capacity utilization. In Table 3, we compare the supplier’s capacity utilization rates under these
two different agreements with the buyer. The capacity utilization rate is found by computing the ratio
of the average delivery amount per period over the committed capacity per period. We use the buyer’s
optimal stocking level St as the capacity committed per period from the single-source supplier in our
calculations. Capacity committed per period is R in the CR contract. The average delivery amounts per
period, Q1, in the single-sourcing and CR contracts are shown in Tables 1, 2, and 4. CUCR = Q1/R
and CUSS =Q1/St represent the average capacity utilizations under the capacity reservation and single-
sourcing agreements, respectively. Of course, these calculations do not take into account the possible
allocation by the supplier of her idle capacity to the needs of other customers. It is observed that when the
buyer has access to the spot market source, the supplier may prefer the capacity reservation contract to the
per-unit price contract notmainly becauseof higher expectedproﬁts, but becauseof the reducedprobability
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Table 3
Average capacity utilization and proﬁt per capacity rates for the long-term supplier
  CUCR CUSS PPCCR PPCSS
Case 1—p = 20, c2 = 10, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6, s = 2
30 1 44.7 41.8 2.66 2.59
2 65.1 58.7 4.15 3.82
3 77.6 68.2 5.12 4.50
70 1 46.2 40.9 2.29 2.08
2 65.1 57.8 3.35 3.00
3 77.6 68.2 4.02 3.55
Case 2—p = 15, c2 = 10, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6, s = 2
30 1 52.1 46.4 2.80 2.64
2 66.0 62.7 3.90 3.76
3 79.4 72.2 4.83 4.40
70 1 47.0 45.8 2.25 2.34
2 64.6 61.7 3.27 3.14
3 71.9 70.8 3.71 3.61
Table 4
Expected equilibrium price of capacity, c∗
 c∗ R SL SU S Q1 B2 BP SP1 T
Case 1—p = 20, c2 = 10, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6, = 70, s = 2
1 4.6 60 60 80 69 27.71 163.52 164.19 137.46 301.65
2 6.6 45 45 56 53 29.28 233.70 233.50 150.62 384.12
3 7.9 38 38 47 46 29.50 254.01 254.81 152.72 407.53
Case 2—p = 15, c2 = 10, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6, = 70, s = 2
1 4.6 58 58 74 58 27.24 35.03 35.63 130.60 166.23
2 6.5 45 45 53 48 29.06 92.17 92.15 147.19 239.34
3 7.3 41 41 45 43 29.47 109.85 109.61 151.94 261.55
of experiencing costly idle capacity.When demand for the ﬁnished good is uncertain,manufacturers prefer
their suppliers to maintain a high level of capacity to satisfy surges in demand; however, suppliers try
to avoid overinvestment and the costs of idle capacity. Thus, the capacity reservation contract is a cost-
reducing arrangement from the supplier perspective.
As a measure of proﬁtability relative to capacity, we can use the ratio of the expected proﬁt of the
supplier per unit of capacity set aside for the buyer. Let PPCCR = SP1/R and PPCSS = SP1/St denote
the values of this measure in the capacity reservation and single-sourcing agreements, respectively. The
results in Table 3 illustrate the generally superior performance of the CR contract based on this measure.
6.2. Impact of supply uncertainty
Although the buyer is free to use the spot market, the average quantity purchased from the spot market
is zero at the equilibrium in all of our examples in Tables 1 and 4. Thus, the long-term supplier chooses
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her price–quantity offer such that the buyer does not use the spot market source (or more precisely, uses
it very little); effectively a single-sourcing relationship results. This is quite different from the inﬁnite
spot supply case in which the spot market is a second and active source of supply for the buyer in
the resulting equilibrium. In our model, the primary value of the long-term supplier to the buyer is the
delivery guarantee, not the savings in purchasing cost. The spot market cannot compete with the long-
term supplier in this dimension. We note that these conclusions are based on the assumption that the
long-term supplier is not restricted by an upper limit on her installed capacity. Buyers with regular and
high-volume purchasing needs are less likely to use spot markets when there is a high chance of supply
unavailability from short-term sellers. These buyers can be expected to use spot markets only when their
preferred suppliers have constrained capacity. For example, the automobile industry, which uses several
non-standardized and model-speciﬁc components cannot easily meet its procurement needs primarily
from spot markets.
It can be thought that for sufﬁciently low spot prices, the spot market can capture a higher share of
the buyer’s business. Since the supplier has to provide the buyer with a higher proﬁt in this case, it may
be difﬁcult for her to identify a feasible price that drives the amount purchased from the spot market to
zero. In fact, there may not exist a feasible price that gives the long-term supplier a positive proﬁt while
giving the buyer the same amount of proﬁt that he earns when he uses only the spot market source; in
this situation the supplier will not offer a CR contract. On the other hand, in our numerical study we
have observed that when the supplier can achieve a positive proﬁt given the buyer’s minimum required
proﬁt, the supplier’s proﬁt is always maximized when the spot market share is zero. As an example, for
c2 = 4.5 and  = 30, the average quantity per period purchased from the spot market in the equilibrium
is still zero. We have not observed a case where the spot market constitutes a more signiﬁcant portion of
the buyer’s total procurement amount, and at the same time the long-term supplier makes a positive proﬁt
in the equilibrium. Whether this outcome is possible under some other set of parameters and probability
distributions may be a subject for further research. We expect that even with such changes in the input
data, the long-term supplier will capture an increased share of the buyer’s total order when going from
the inﬁnite spot supply to the risky spot supply case.
The reduction in sales to the buyer by spot market sources in conditions of uncertain supply is to some
extent expected. Purchases from the spot source will be high in a period only when the demand for the
ﬁnished good in the previous period and available spot supply in the current period are simultaneously
high. The occurrence of this combination will be low when the average spot supply is similar to the
average ﬁnished good demand, as is the case in Table 1.
The numerical results also indicate that the portion of goods obtained through advance purchase of
capacity increases when we go from inﬁnite supply to uncertain supply settings. For ease of reference, the
portions of Table 4 in [2], which contain the numerical results for the inﬁnite spot supply case, have been
replicated in Table 5. For example, referring to Tables 5 and 1, for p= 20, = 2, and = 30, the reserved
capacities per period are 19 and 45 in the inﬁnite and uncertain supply cases, respectively. This impact
of supply restrictions on advance purchase quantities has been previously pointed out in the literature
based on single-period models [33]. On the other hand, under conditions of uncertain spot supply, as the
average amount available in the spot market increases, the reserved capacity from the long-term supplier
may increase. The increase in the average amount available in the spot market increases the minimum
proﬁt to be left to the buyer by the long-term supplier. This may lead to an increase in reserved capacity
since the supplier can increase the buyer’s proﬁt either by reducing her capacity price, or by reducing the
lost sales via higher reserved capacity and hence satisfying a larger portion of the demand. The results in
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Table 5
Expected equilibrium price of capacity, c∗ in the inﬁnite spot supply case
 c∗ R SL SU BP SP1
Case 1—p = 20, c2 = 10, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6
1 9.1 15 60 137 178.4 61.5
2 9.3 19 48 99 251.0 81.7
3 9.2 22 42 76 276.9 92.4
Case 2—p = 15, c2 = 10, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6
1 9.1 15 50 127 47.9 61.5
2 9.1 20 44 98 111.5 82.0
3 9.5 21 40 89 124.3 94.5
Tables 1 and 4 display both of these effects on the price and amount of reserved capacity. Interestingly,
while higher spot availability but still uncertain supply may increase the amount of reserved capacity,
moving to the inﬁnite spot supply case (which may be viewed as an extreme case where the mean spot
supply is inﬁnitely high) will sharply reduce the reserved capacity since now the buyer has more power
to dictate the resulting equilibrium point in the negotiations with the long-term supplier.
6.3. Supply uncertainty vs. demand uncertainty
According to our study, a long-term relationship between a buyer and a supplier is more likely when
spot supply is uncertain rather than certain. This effect is contrary to the effect of variability in the demand
for the buyer’s ﬁnished product given inﬁnite spot supply. As the demand for the ﬁnished good becomes
more variable, the desirability of long-term contracts for the buyer decreases as long as the supply from
spot market is guaranteed [2]. However, when the supply in the spot market is uncertain and the supplier
is the leader setting the capacity price, our computational results suggest that the level of variability in the
demand distribution is likely to have a lower impact on the buyer’s long-term contract decisions. Under
spot supply uncertainty, the long-term supplier, by offering a suitable capacity price, can induce the buyer
to allocate a negligible part of his business to the spot market. As reﬂected in Tables 1 and 4, the changes
in the ﬁnished good demand distribution do not appear to inﬂuence this ability of the supplier. In the
inﬁnite spot supply case, the cost of unutilized reserved capacity is an important factor for the buyer in his
capacity reservation decision, and increasing demand variability here results in a choice to lower reserved
capacity. In the uncertain spot supply case, the cost of unsatisﬁed demand for the ﬁnished good becomes
more important, and the supplier uses this concern of the buyer to offer an attractive CR contract. The
supplier now is not pressured to improve the buyer’s proﬁt as in the inﬁnite spot supply case, and it is
easier for the supplier to determine a suitable capacity price compared to the inﬁnite spot supply case.
Note also that variability in demand for the ﬁnished good may have a different impact on the amount
of capacity reserved, depending on whether spot supply is certain or uncertain. Tables 1 and 4 show that
R decreases as  increases (which corresponds to a lower demand variability), whereas in Table 5 (certain
spot supply case) R increases as  increases.
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6.4. Optimal capacity price
When the optimal capacity price of the supplier in our study is compared to that in the inﬁnite supply
case, we observe that the price is lower when there is uncertainty in the spot market. For example, for
p = 20,  = 1, and  = 30, the optimal capacity prices are 4.9 (from Table 1) and 9.1 (from Table 5) in
the uncertain and inﬁnite supply cases, respectively. In the inﬁnite supply case, the motivating factor for
the buyer in reserving capacity is the reduction in the purchase cost; the negotiation-based equilibrium
unit capacity price leads to an increase in the buyer’s proﬁts compared to his proﬁts in the case of single
sourcing from the spot market (when it is assumed that the supplier has no power to make the buyer
forego this extra proﬁt potential). As noted previously when the spot supply is uncertain, the equilibrium
capacity price is harder to deﬁne. The buyer’s primary motivating factor in reserving capacity in this case
is the guaranteed delivery. When we allow the buyer the same amount of proﬁts in both the CR contract
and the single sourcing from the spot market case, the optimal capacity price for the long-term supplier
is observed to be lower than in the inﬁnite supply case. Thus, interestingly, in uncertain spot markets,
suppliers selling capacity in advance may charge less than the spot market price, and emphasize volume
increase rather than charging a premium over the spot market price; this will maximize their expected
proﬁts. Although this result may be predictable in the case of inﬁnite supply spot markets, it is not an
intuitively expected result in our model since the alternative of higher-than-spot market price for advance
purchases cannot be discarded at the outset when the spot market availability is uncertain. We also note
that offering reduced prices to a regular, long-term customer is similar to the general revenuemanagement
practice of discounting early sales and charging late-arriving customers a premium [34].
Although we consider a limited set of combinations of model parameters in our computational study,
similar conclusions can be expected to hold if the other widely known types of unimodal demand and
supply probability distributions (e.g., normal) are used, and the cost data remain approximately in the
same range.
6.5. Dependence of the spot market price on the spot quantity available
As noted previously, the spot market price may change depending on the quantity available in the spot
market at any given time. In this section, we investigate the decisions of parties when there is a linear
relationship between the spot price and quantity as follows:
cx = max{10 + (30 − x)/15, 4}, (15)
where cx is the spot price for the item, and x is the total quantity available in the spot market. The average
amount available in the spot market in a period is assumed as 30, and the spot price function in (15) is
truncated from below at cx = 4.
We note that the spot market is the secondary source of supply for the buyer, and the impact of
quantity-dependent spot price on the buyer’s optimal inventory policy decreases as the capacity reserved
from the long-term supplier,R, increases. Hence, the assumption of constant spot price instead of quantity-
dependent spot price is not as restrictive when R is not very low. Even for low R values, the impact of
quantity-dependent spot price on the buyer’s optimal policy may be negligible. To demonstrate this, we
solved the single-period problem using simulation for both a constant spot price (c2 = 10) scenario and a
quantity-dependent spot price (cx) scenario, keeping all other data ﬁxed. Figs. 2 and 4 show the optimal
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Fig. 4. Buyer’s optimal inventory decision in the single-period problem under quantity-dependent spot price.
planned inventory after ordering as a function of the starting inventory in the constant spot price and
quantity-dependent spot price cases, respectively. The results for the constant spot price case are consistent
with the analytical values of Z1 and Z2 implied by Proposition 1. In simulations, the following values
were used: R = 5, p = 20,  = s = 2, and  = 30. As the comparison of Figs. 2 and 4 indicates, the
optimal policies in the two cases are very similar. We observed a similar pattern in simulations (results
not shown here) in which other combinations of these parameters were used. It can be argued that if the
quantity-dependence of the spot price does not inﬂuence the buyer’s decision signiﬁcantly in the single-
period case, an even smaller inﬂuence can be expected in the multi-period case because of the averaging
effect.
Now turning our attention to the multi-period problem, we ﬁrst consider the buyer’s inventory policy
when only the spot market source is present. The optimal (stationary) stocking quantity, denoted as Ss,
maximizing the buyer’s expected proﬁt per period when the spot price changes according to (15) is found
using simulation; the values of Ss are listed in Table 7. The single-source supplier’s optimal unit supply
price, w, given the constraint on the buyer’s proﬁt is shown in Table 6, analogous to Table 2. Recall that
the buyer’s expected proﬁt in single sourcing, B1, has to be greater than or equal to the buyer’s maximum
expected proﬁt when items are fully sourced from the spot market, B2. Table 6 displays the expected CR
contract parameters when the spot price is determined from (15); this differs from Table 1 where spot
price is equal to a constant, c2. Comparison of the results in Tables 6 and 7 indicates that the supplier’s
expected proﬁt does not differ signiﬁcantly in the single-sourcing and CR contract scenarios; this is
similar to the constant spot price case examined in Section 5. Note that the results in Table 7 are based on
the buyer following a two-number inventory control policy, as in the constant spot price case. Although
the optimality of this policy is not guaranteed in the quantity-dependent spot price case, the similarity
of supplier proﬁts in Tables 6 and 7 suggests that the supplier’s proﬁt with a CR contract will tend to
be close to her proﬁt in the single-sourcing case, even if the buyer follows his (possibly different) true
optimal control policy. The weighted-average spot price, cwa, in Table 7 represents the long-run average
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Table 6
Expected equilibrium unit price, w, in the single-sourcing relationship when the spot price is quantity-dependent
p  w St Q1 B1 SP1 T
20 1 10.7 64 26.45 149.53 150.75 300.28
2 11.1 49 28.78 208.39 175.56 383.95
3 11.2 43 29.32 226.64 181.81 408.45
15 1 10.3 55 25.20 30.09 133.58 163.66
2 10.6 45 28.20 79.64 157.90 237.54
3 10.8 40 28.87 92.17 167.42 259.59
 = 30, cs = 5, h = 2,  = 6, s = 2.
Table 7
Expected equilibrium price of capacity, c∗ when the spot price is quantity-dependent
 c∗ R SL SU cwa Ss Q1 B2 BP SP1 T
Case 1—p = 20, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6, = 30, s = 2
1 4.8 61 61 80 9.60 84 27.73 147.03 147.58 154.17 301.74
2 7.0 46 46 55 9.59 71 29.24 207.51 208.84 175.82 384.65
3 8.3 40 40 47 9.60 66 29.59 223.97 224.32 184.06 408.38
Case 2—p = 15, cs = 5, h = 2, = 6, = 30, s = 2
1 4.8 57 57 74 9.62 68 27.22 28.34 28.66 137.51 166.17
2 6.9 44 44 53 9.62 61 29.03 77.34 80.73 158.45 239.18
3 8.3 38 38 46 9.62 57 29.42 91.05 92.26 168.28 260.54
cost of a unit purchased from the spot market. It is computed via simulation, and is associated with the
scenario where the buyer sources from the spot market only.
The distribution of total system proﬁt among the parties in the CR contract is generally similar to
that in the constant spot price case. Because the average spot price is approximately $9.6 (as seen in
Table 7), which is less than the constant price of $10 in Section 5, the buyer’s proﬁt has increased while
the supplier’s proﬁt has decreased. The range over which the supplier proﬁts change as the demand
variability (reﬂected by ) changes is approximately the same in the quantity-dependent spot price case
and the constant spot price case. For p=20, the difference between the highest and lowest supplier proﬁts
is $29.44 ($194.52–165.08) in Table 1, whereas the corresponding difference is $29.89 ($184.06–154.17)
in Table 7. In summary, results from our implementation suggest that, under typical demand and supply
distributions, solving the capacity reservation model based on a constant spot price yields a reasonably
good approximate solution for the problem with a quantity-dependent spot price assumption.
7. Conclusion
In this paper,we have explored the effects of capacity reservation agreements onmanufacturers and their
preferred suppliers in a multi-period setting. Our numerical study indicates that the capacity reservation
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agreement gives the supplier the same level of proﬁt as the traditional unit price contract, but it enables
the supplier to achieve a higher capacity utilization. In some respects, the capacity reservation contract is
easier to implement compared to the unit price contract. First, the capacity committed per period is lower,
which means a lower capital investment, and less ﬁnancial burden for the supplier. Reducing supplier
capacity commitment via a CR contract has a similar effect to sharing information among parties in a
supply chain so that unnecessary capacity is eliminated, and productivity and proﬁtability increase [35].
Second, opportunistic behavior by the buyer is less likely since a capacity reservation contract does not
have the problem of having to charge a higher-than-market price as in the unit price contract. Third, cash
ﬂows between the parties are smoother, more predictable, and easier to monitor.
There is an interesting result regarding the optimal capacity price decided by the supplier. The equilib-
rium unit capacity price is intuitively expected to be higher under the uncertain supply scenario compared
to the inﬁnite supply. But our numerical examples do not conﬁrm this expectation. The supplier is esti-
mated to have more power when she competes against an uncertain spot market. She can drive the spot
market share in the buyer’s business to zero by quoting an appropriate price–quantity pair in which the
price may be lower than the optimal price under inﬁnite supply conditions.
For a manufacturer, supply variability is likely to have a greater inﬂuence than demand variability in
the selection of long- vs. short-term purchasing strategies. Only when there is an assured supply in the
spot market will the variability of the demand for the manufactured good start exerting an important effect
over the term of purchasing commitments.
Our framework can be enriched by taking into account some additional factors inﬂuencing procurement
decisions. The modeling of negotiations between a manufacturer and a supplier subject to an independent
spot market inﬂuence is a conceptually useful but nonetheless approximate representation of bargaining
dynamics in real-world supply chains. More insights can be obtained by incorporating interactions among
multiple buyers and suppliers in this basic framework.
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Appendix A.
Proof of Proposition 2. The proof is done inductively in two parts. First, we show the concavity of the
expected proﬁt in the last period of the planning horizon. Then, assuming concavity for theN − 1-period
problem, we show the concavity for the N -period problem. We ﬁrst consider the last period, and show
that the single-period proﬁt function B1(I1) = P(I1) is concave.
For Z1I1 + R, the ﬁrst and second partial derivatives of (1) are
S(I1, Z1)/I1 = c2 Gc(Z1 − I1 − R) + (p + )G(Z1 − I1 − R)
− (p +  + h)
∫ Z1−I1−R
0
F(I1 + R + x) g(x) dx,
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2S(I1, Z1)/I
2
1 = g(Z1 − I1 − R)[(p +  + h)F (Z1) − (p +  − c2)]
− (p +  + h)
∫ Z1−I1−R
0
f (I1 + R + x) g(x) dx.
Let Z∗1 be the value of Z1 that satisﬁes the ﬁrst-order condition for the period starting inventory level,
i.e., S(I1, Z1)/Z1 = 0 when Z1 = Z∗1 . The ﬁrst term on the RHS of the second derivative expression
is zero when we substitute Z1 = Z∗1 . Thus, 2S(I1, Z1)/I 21 < 0. Referring to Eq. (1), if Z1 <I1 + R,
S(I1, Z1) = EL(Z1). Hence, S(I1, Z1)/I1 = 2S(I1, Z1)/I 21 = 0 for Z1 <I1 + R. Thus, P(I1) is
concave. We can replace the subscript 1 by n in the preceding analysis, and similar results hold for
S(In, Zn) associated with any period n. Now we show that Bn(In) is concave. Consider ZnIn + R.
From (5),
Tn(In, Zn)/In = S(In, Zn)/In
+ 
∫ ∞
0
∫ Zn−In−R
0
B ′n−1(max(0, In + R + x − y))g(x)f (y) dx dy,
and after using the ﬁrst-order condition for Zn,
2Tn(In, Zn)/I
2
n = − (p +  + h)
∫ Zn−In−R
0
f (In + R + x) g(x) dx
+ 
∫ ∞
0
∫ Zn−In−R
0
B ′′n−1(max(0, In + R + x − y)) g(x)f (y) dx dy.
Using inductive argument, it follows that 2Tn(In, Zn)/I 2n < 0. Using (4), we can similarly show that
2Tn(In, Zn)/I 2n < 0 for Zn < In + R; hence, 2Bn(In)/I 2n < 0. 
Proof of Proposition 3. Consider the caseZnIn+R. Using (10), 2Tn(In, Zn)/Z2n0 if the following
inequality holds:
Gc(Zn − In − R)
{
f (Zn)(p +  + h) − 
∫ ∞
0
B ′′n−1(max(0, Zn − y))f (y) dy
}
 − g(Zn − In − R)
{
− c2 + (p + )Fc(Zn)
−hF(Zn) + 
∫ ∞
0
B ′n−1(max(0, Zn − y))f (y) dy
}
. (A.1)
Let Z∗n be the value of Znthat sets Eq. (8) to zero. Consider the region ZnZ∗n. The RHS of (A.1) is
negative when the bracketed term in the RHS is non-negative, or equivalently, when it decreases in Zn.
But the bracketed term decreases in Zn since, from Proposition 2, B ′′n−1 (max(0, Zn − y)) is negative. In
the region Zn >Z∗n, Tn(In, Zn)/Zn < 0 since B ′′n−1 (max(0, Zn − y)) is negative. Thus, Tn(In, Zn) is
quasi-concave in Zn for ZnIn + R.
Now consider the case Zn < In +R. From (9), 2Tn(In, Zn)/Z2n0 if the following inequality holds:
f (Zn)(p +  + h)
∫ ∞
0
B ′′n−1(max(0, Zn − y))f (y) dy.
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Again, from Proposition 2, B ′′n−1 (max(0, Zn − y)) is negative. Hence, Tn(In, Zn) is concave in Zn for
Zn < In + R. 
Proof of Proposition 4. Let
SLn(In) = max
{
Zn : (p + )Fc(Zn) − hF(Zn) + 
∫ ∞
0
B ′n−1(max(0, Zn − y))f (y) dyc2
}
,
SUn(In) = max
{
Zn : (p + )Fc(Zn) − hF(Zn) + 
∫ ∞
0
B ′n−1(max(0, Zn − y))f (y) dy0
}
.
Referring to (6), (8) and Proposition 3 imply that SUn(In)SLn(In). The remaining steps are similar to
the single-period case (Proposition 1), and thus are omitted.
Proof of Proposition 5. LetB(I) be the value function in the inﬁnite horizon problem, i.e., the maximum
total discounted proﬁt when the starting inventory is I . Since the environment is stationary and the buyer
faces the same problem in each period, the functional equation of dynamic programming is (cf. (4)–(5))
B(I) = S(I, Z) + 
∫ ∞
0
B(max(0, Z − y))f (y) dy, if Z<I + R,
B(I) = S(I, Z) + 
∫ ∞
0
∫ Z−I−R
0
B(max(0, I + R + x − y))g(x)f (y) dx dy
+ (1 − G(Z − I − R))
∫ ∞
0
B(max(0, Z − y))f (y) dy, if ZI + R. (A.2)
We use Theorem 8–14 of Heyman and Sobel [36] to prove that B(I) = limn→∞ Bn(I) satisﬁes the
functional equation of dynamic programming.To this end,weneed to show that conditions a–d ofTheorem
8–14 are satisﬁed in the current problem.
Let T (I, Z) = limn→∞ Tn(I, Z). Condition c requires that S(I, Z) must be bounded. We show that
we can plausibly assume S(I, Z) is bounded. Although S(I, Z) is not bounded from below for ZI , we
can assume an upper bound on Z, say Zu, such that the maximum in (A.2) is attained in a compact set
Z ∈ [I, Zu]. A similar approach is used in Proposition 6 of Wang and Gerchak [13]. The ﬁnite value Zu
is such that S(I, Z)< 0 for all Z>Zu; the quasi-concavity of S(I, Z) shown in Proposition 1 implies
that there exists such Zu. On the other hand, Proposition 1 also implies that S(I, Z)M where M is a
ﬁnite upper bound on the single-period expected proﬁt. Hence, S(I, Z) is bounded forZ ∈ [I, Zu]. Using
Proposition 8–4 of [36], for each I , there exists B(I) = limn→∞ Bn(I); hence, condition a is satisﬁed.
Condition b, S(I, Z)0, is satisﬁed for Z ∈ [I, Zu]. S(I, Z) is continuous, and thus, condition d, the
continuity of T (I, Z) can be proved by induction.
B(I) is concave in I since Bn(I) is concave from Proposition 2. It is also true that Bn(I)Bn−1(I ).
Similar to Proposition 3, we can show that T (I, Z) is quasi-concave in Z. Then, it can be shown similar
to Proposition 4 that a two-number policy is optimal for the inﬁnite horizon; the use of this policy will
yield the following actual starting inventory levels:
Znr =
{
In + R + min(SL − In − R, xn) if InSL − R,
In + R if SL − R<In <SU − R,
SU if SU − R<In.
(A.3)
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It remains to show the convergence of control policies. Lemma 8–5 of [36] implies
B ′(I ) = lim
n→∞ B
′
n(I ),
which, combined with (6) and (8), results in
Z∗(I ) = lim
n→∞ Z
∗
n(I ).
Hence, the optimal policy of the multi-period problem converges to an optimal stationary policy for the
inﬁnite horizon problem (cf. [13, Proposition 8]).
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